
Trojan helmets 

ACH Level Iiia STP 
 
 
Trojan Helmets are designed and manufactured in the USA according to strict quality guidelines using state of the art manufacturing, 
equipment and processes. Built to exceed military and law enforcement standards, the Trojan Helmet is superior to other helmets on 
the market today.  When it comes to weight, performance, and cost, there is no comparison.  The shell is composed of multi-layered 
advanced ballistic matrix composite. The harness assembly is made up of the ACH Comfipad® suspension system and a four point 
harness with a leather lined chin strap.  The lower helmet profile enables a wider peripheral and upward field of view for better 
situational awareness. The helmet design provides for unrestricted movement that can also accommodate a ballistic visor, protective 
goggles, night vision goggles (NVG), and/or a communication system. 
 
 

Design 

The Trojan Helmet ACH is 0108.01 tested and designed to defeat Level IIIA threats from high velocity handgun rounds as well as 
7.62x25 rounds.  The Trojan Helmet is a lightweight advanced ballistic matrix composite based helmet with proprietary material 
components. 
 

� Protection: Level IIIA 

� Advanced Ballistic Matrix Composite Material 

� Threat Compliant:.357 SIG FMJ,.44 Magnum SJHP  

� Special Threat Protection: 7.62x25 

� Also provides protection against most handgun threats and the threats mentioned in (Types I, IIA, and II) 

� Multi-hit capabilities  

� Head protection:  Front, back, crown, and top of head  

� Adjustable: Multiple Harness options and comes standard with 4 point harness 
� Padding: Interior 7 pad ACH/MICH system provides unique impact protection 

� Shape: High-Cut, MICH 
� Standard colors available: Black, Coyote, OD Green  

 
  

Warranty 
5 year on ballistic material shell 
1 year on harness and padding material and workmanship 
 
 

Terms of Sale 

The above mentioned product is controlled for export purposes by the U.S. Department of State and cannot be sold to foreign persons 
within or outside the United States without government approval through an export license.  You must further agree that the items being 
purchased will not be redirected or exported without first obtaining permission from the U.S. Government through the U.S. Department 
of State Directorate of Defense Trade Controls. Failure to follow these guidelines will result in our refusal of sale. 
 
 

Size Chart 
Circumference measured around head, similar to hat sizing. All sizes are measured in inches. If a measurement falls on a dividing line 

between sizes, select the larger of the two sizes for maximum ballistic protection. 

Size Length Width Circumference (inches) Weight 

S 7.1 to 7.6 5.6 to 6.0 21.1 to 21.9 2.6 lbs. 

M 7.6 to 7.9 6.6 to 6.3 21.9 to 22.7 2.8 lbs. 

L 7.9 to 8.3 6.3 to 6.5 22.7 to 24.0 3.0 lbs. 

XL 8.3 to 8.8 6.5 to 7.1 24.0 to 26.0 3.3 lbs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VENDOR: CW Armor   TYPE: Trojan Helmets   SKU: CW-Trojan-001/027 


